CLASSIFICATION and ANALYSIS

Writing Sentences to Paragraph
Classification (1)

- Collection of things
- Single criterion
- Exhaustive
- Mutually exclusive
- Uses ‘based on’ or ‘according to’
Example (1)

- There-two-criterion-classify-paragraph.
- First-group-base-topic-sentence.
- Second-group-base-expository-mode.
- Base-position-topic sentence-paragraph-can-differentiate-five-type.
- They-type-one-have-topic-sentence-begin-paragraph-type-two-have-topic-sentence-end-paragraph-type-three-have-topic-sentence-middle-paragraph-type-four-have-topic-end-begin-paragraph-type-five-have-no-topic-sentence.
- Base-expository-mode-writer-use-there-eight-kind-paragraph.